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The Membratech® A series is being used with great success around
the globe on 4 continents. Even in India, Sri Lanka, South Africa or the United States, it provides reliable services despite sometimes unsafe water conditions and generates pure drinking water
in spring water quality free of viruses, hormones and drug residues.

STOP CARRYING WATER CRATES

With the Membratech® A series, annoying water crate lugging is a thing of the past. Use the storage space that has
become available again according to your ideas.
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UP TO 12.000% PROFIT

With the Membratech® A series you can enjoy pure drinking
water in spring water quality for approx. 5 cents/litre thanks
to its high economic efficiency.

A NEW WORLD OF FLAVORS

Spoil your guests with freshly prepared food and drinks.
Pure water has been proven to noticeably improve the taste
of your food and drinks.

ATTRACTIVE LEASING CONDITIONS
Benefit from our attractive leasing conditions and secure
your Membratech® A-Series from as little as EUR 70, - per
month (ONLY IN GERMANY)
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Im Neuenbühl 16
DE - 71287 Weissach

+49 (0) 7044 494 30 30
+49 (0) 7044 494 30 40

www.membraworld.com
info@membratech.de
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MEMBRATECH Engineering GmbH is an innovative and dynamic company
in the field of membrane-technological drinking and process water treatment based in Weissach, Baden-Württemberg.

With the Membratech® A series, we offer high-performance miniature waterworks for private households, companies and the gastronomy/hotel industry that occupy an exceptional position on the world market in terms
of technology, efficiency and economy. Let the world's leading membrane
treatment plants convince you and make an appointment with one of our
employees today.

At the heart of the Membratech® A series are two specially developed hydrocarbon membranes whose pores are 1 million times
finer than a human hair and safely remove even small molecular foreign substances such as viruses, hormones and drug residues from drinking water. A further advantage is their chemical resistance and non-stick surface to prevent deposits on the
membranes. A UV-unit additionally avoids re-germination via the water outlet.
All models of the Membratech® A-Series are equipped with a Direct-Flow system as standard. This eliminates the risk of contamination of storage tanks.
The intelligent Secure-OPT security system monitors all performance-relevant processes around the clock and even detects
changes in raw water.
Depending on the model, the Membratech® A Series generates
between 80-300 litres/hour and offers you up to four types of
water. Choose between ambient, cold, hot or sparkling water.
The integrated "Flush-Out" function sucks off the remaining water
in the pipes after successful water withdrawal to prevent water
stagnation.
The Membratech® A series is equipped as standard with a patented water-cooled motor. The advantage is, among other things,
higher performance at lower electricity costs.

INNOVATIONS
SHAPE THE
FUTURE

Starting with protection against corrosion, softening and desalination of
water up to protection against bacterial growth, we realize the optimal solution for every conceivable situation at home, in companies or in industry.
With innovative systems, services and industry-specific implementations
for more efficiency and safety.
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YOUR CLAIM
IS OUR
MOTIVATION
Our customer consultant will answer all your important
questions about the Membratech® A-Series on site and
provide you with an individual offer.
After receipt of the order and positive inspection, our
employees will prepare all necessary documents and agree
with you on an appointment for delivery.
After successful commissioning of your Membratech®
A-Series, you and your employees will receive detailed
instruction from our certified technicians.
Your personal customer advisor will always be at your side
with reliability and competence for all questions and requests
concerning your Membratech® A series.

